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Google Nest Comments on "ENERGY STAR® Sma� Thermostats: Version 2.0 Speci�cation and
Test Method Discussion Guide June 2021"

Thank you for the oppo�unity to provide feedback on the development of Version 2.0 of the
ENERGY STAR Sma� Thermostats Speci�cation and Test Method.  Our comments follow the
section numbers and titles in the discussion guide.

1. Updated Terminology

We suppo� the shi� to using the term "sma� thermostats" instead of "connected thermostats"
and don't foresee any problems being caused by this change.

2. Revisions to Speci�cation Metrics for Currently Ce�i�ed Products

2.1. Improved Submission-to-Submission Stability of Metrics

We strongly suppo� larger samples to improve the precision and stability of the metric scores.

q2) We see no problems with expanding the sample size. The only drawback might be the long
runtimes that would be required by the current so�ware.

q3) We don't believe that sample sizes should be set as a percent of population.

q4) For sample sizes, we would recommend a minimum of at least 30 thermostats with usable
results in each climate region to provide statistically defensible metric scores for new/small
vendors.  We see no statistical reasons to limit the maximum sample size, but believe 2,000
thermostats per climate region may be a reasonable limit due to so�ware speed/capabilities
and also to limit any perceived advantage for larger vendors due to the narrowing of
con�dence intervals with larger samples.

2.2. Improved Correlation between Metrics and Energy Savings through Metered Data

q5) The correlation between metric scores and observed changes in customer energy usage in
cross-sectional data may not be very high due to energy use variability and the key role of
pre-installation thermostat se�ing behaviors on realized energy savings.  The largest savings
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can be expected from customers with the least e�cient prior se�ings and those customers
may not have the best scores using the sma� thermostat. Assessing the relationship between
metric scores and energy savings will likely require data on indoor temperatures prior to
installation.

q6) There are de�nite privacy concerns in joining utility meter data to thermostat data and any
project would need to secure pa�icipant agreement to any data sharing.  The current NEEA
project has shown that it can be done, but with signi�cant e�o�.

q7) Google Nest has shared aggregate utility and/or state speci�c thermostat metric scores
with utility evaluators in the past. But it's unclear whether utility billing analysis studies based
on quasi-experimental designs with evidence of substantial self-selection bias should be
referred to as "metered savings".

2.3. Weighted Savings

q8) We agree that the current weighting of climate regions by estimated total heating/cooling
loads may be too focused on national average savings rather than the savings an average
customer might experience.  We would suppo� adjusting the weighting to some balance
between population-weighted vs. HVAC load weighted. In addition, it may be wo�h using
smaller climate regions based on IECC zones to help reduce variability related to large weather
di�erences within some current regions like  Cold/VeryCold.

3. Other Speci�cation Criteria Changes

3.1. Updating Demand Response Requirements

q9) Given the larger role that demand response contractors / aggregators (aka DERMS) are
playing in DR programs, Google Nest believes that Open ADR and SEP compliance at the
thermostat device / vendor level is not needed if a suitable API is provided to work with
DERMS.

q10) Google Nest is not aware of other standards and believes the focus should be on
requiring provision of “an inte�ace speci�cation, application programming inte�ace (API) or
similar documentation that enables demand response (DR) functionality”

q11) No, because of the ability to work through DERMS, we don't believe that OpenADR or SEP
should be pa� of the prescriptive device requirements
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q12) Google Nest has a program called Rush Hour Rewards that enables our utility and energy
pa�ners to scale up demand response programs through our DERMS pa�ners.  RHR has a
powe�ul and �exible API that allows DERMS to �ne tune DR events while the open ADR
inte�ace can be provided to utility pa�ners by the DERMS.

3.2. Product Families

Google Nest suppo�s the idea of requiring separate pe�ormance metric calculations by
thermostat model when there are signi�cant di�erences in hardware or so�ware functionality.
The current Product Family approach has needed to be broadly interpreted to avoid sti�ing
new product innovation -- e.g., allowing products with and without on-device occupancy
detection to be classi�ed as the same product family. But a�er a model has been on the
market for 18-24 months, there should be su�cient data for calculating full year metrics to
demonstrate that any models with signi�cant di�erences can qualify on their own.

When reviewing the submi�ed sample data sets, it may be wo�h considering di�erences of
practical signi�cance and not solely statistical signi�cance given the typical con�dence
interval widths of the metric scores.

3.3. Repo�ing Whether Broadband Connectivity is Needed for Savings

q13) The most impo�ant feature that can provide energy savings without a broadband
connection is having a good mechanism for creating and maintaining an e�cient schedule.
Smaller impact features that could provide wo�hwhile added savings without WiFi include
on-device occupancy detection, managing heat pump auxiliary heat (without weather data),
and harvesting evaporative cooling through fan over-run under appropriate conditions.

q14) It will be challenging to empirically assess savings for thermostats that aren't online. It may
be wo�hwhile to analyze di�erences in metric scores between customers who have enabled
vs. disabled speci�c WiFi-based features (e.g., customers who don't use occupancy detection)
but any observed di�erences may be unreliable indicators of feature savings due to
self-selection e�ects.

q15) Claims of o�-line thermostat savings functionality would likely need to be based on
responses to a set of questions about key features and how the product operates when online
vs. o�ine.
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4. Expansion and Clari�cation of Scope

4.1. Sma� Line-Voltage Thermostats

q16) Google Nest does not o�er LVTs.  But it seems that LVTs could be assessed using the
same metric but �rst aggregating/averaging data across thermostats within each home.
Home-level aggregation may also be a desirable improvement for analyzing standard low
voltage thermostats.  The current approach samples and analyzes thermostats individually, but
it may make sense to sample and analyze at the whole home level.  Such a change would also
reduce the current oversampling of multi-thermostat homes -- if homes are considered the
real unit of interest

4.2. Communicating Controllers

q17) Google Nest is potentially interested in continuing to be involved with the development of
an evaluation method for communicating controllers for variable speed equipment.

q18) We are not aware of any be�er venue for developing an evaluation method for these
controllers

q19) We agree that it may not be feasible to clearly distinguish the pe�ormance of the
controller as separate from the HVAC equipment itself for variable capacity systems that rely
on proprietary signaling and pe�ormance data. It may make sense to simply include the
system + controller under the ENERGY STAR CAC/HP category for such systems.  But those
pe�ormance standards should include the impact on e�ciency of any limitations in
temperature setbacks due to equipment e�ciency penalties -- if a  variable capacity system
can't e�ciently recover from a night setback then the overall energy savings is reduced
compared to a system that allows for e�cient setbacks.

q20) We agree that it would make sense to focus on the contribution of the controller to
e�ciency.  But that goal may not be feasible if the controller employs proprietary signaling
based on proprietary system pe�ormance data.  EPA should promote open communication
protocols and publicly available HVAC pe�ormance data needed for optimal control so that
controllers can compete with each other to prove their e�ciency and pe�ormance.

q21) Any approach to qualify communicating controllers should consider whether there is any
way to de�ne and measure high pe�ormance relative to some other controller.

q22) Google Nest believes that some so� of hybrid approach will likely be needed.  Field data
should be a key component in assessing the real world pe�ormance of the controller given the
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potential impact of customer interactions as well as variations in pa� load e�ciency due to
distribution systems losses. The need for �eld pe�ormance data would require that HVAC
equipment manufacturers provide open protocols for collecting the needed data from their
systems.  The lab testing would be of the HVAC equipment -- pa� load pe�ormance data and
optimal setback recovery.  The test data should be public so that claims can be veri�ed and
other vendors may compete. HVAC manufacturers that don't want to provide this suppo�ing
data would not have ENERGY STAR controllers.

q23) CT algorithms and HVAC controls for variable capacity equipment are o�en at odds.  The
energy savings provided by CTs are primarily due to employing more e�cient temperatures
when homes are unoccupied or when occupants are asleep on winter nights.  But variable
capacity equipment may see signi�cant pe�ormance penalties when recovering from more
e�cient setpoints, negating much or all of the energy savings.  HVAC contractors may
recommend against setbacks for these systems.  If savings from setbacks are reduced or
eliminated due to the characteristics of an HVAC system then it may make sense to include
this added energy use in assessing overall system pe�ormance.

4.3. Mini-Split System Controllers

q24) Google Nest does not o�er any mini-split controller. We see the challenges as generally
similar to those for variable capacity systems discussed in section 4.2 on Communicating
Controllers.

4.4. Evaluate 2-Stage Heating/Cooling Installations

It appears that there may be some typos in this section -- there are two references to product
families that should be referencing 2 stage equipment.

Q25) The question "What is the mix of equipment types and geographic spread/zip codes?" is a
li�le unclear.  Is EPA requesting the fraction of thermostats in the �eld that are wired to control
2 stage heating and/or cooling by zip code?  What level of geography is actually needed?  Also,
it's wo�h noting that many 2 stage systems are wired as 1 stage if installed in a home that had a
single stage system.  In those cases, staging is handled by the HVAC system, o�en using a
timer for switching to stage 2.

4.5. Filtered Data and Goodness of Fit

q26) Google Nest suppo�s a more detailed exploration of the causes of sample a�rition.  The
so�ware should repo� causes of a�rition for each thermostat.  Thermostats that don't
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produce any analysis results should be classi�ed as whether it was caused by missing
thermostat data, missing weather data, lack of runtime for the season, or something else (e.g.,
no central AC).   We have noticed problems with weather data where NCDC �les are either
missing or incomplete.  It would be very useful if EPA could prepare a single curated weather
data table for each resubmission period that avoids the on-the-�y downloads of NCDC data.

In terms of a�rition from screening the model outputs, the majority of heating model a�rition
we see has been due to low values of tau (<=0).  These low estimates may be a statistical
a�ifact from the 30 minute runtime requirement leading to truncation bias.  Potential solutions
include dropping the 30 minute runtime minimum or altering the ��ing procedure (e.g., grid
search, non-negative regression, Bayesian prior on tau).  For cooling, a�rition seems more
related to noisier data especially when cooling runtime is low .  Cooling model a�rition has
been less than 10% when runtime exceeds 600 hours but is more than 30% when runtime is
less than 200 hours.

q27) Google Nest agrees that the credibility of the metric score may su�er if a large fraction of
thermostats from a vendor are dropped from the analysis, potentially introducing unknown
biases.  We suppo� requiring a minimum passing fraction criteria -- preferably some value
greater than 50% once methods to reduce a�rition are implemented..

4.6. Clarify Speci�cation Applicability for Additional Environments

q28) It's unclear whether having a minimum threshold of thermostats passing the screening
would address the issue of the use cases described (hotels, dorms, multifamily).  This issue
may need fu�her investigation.

q29) The current so�ware summary output �le provided for each submission already includes
the counts of thermostats �ltered out.  Is the request to have those summary �les shared with
EPA including vendor identi�ers? Or something else?

q30) Housing type data might be useful to collect and include in the repo�ing/analysis
somehow.  But the speci�c environments listed may not be something vendors are currently
tracking and there could be privacy issues.  It may make sense to try to �nd / encourage a
study using known instances of these environments to assess the impo�ance of this issue.
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5. Additional Metrics for Currently Ce�i�ed Sma� Thermostat Product Types

5.1. RHU Criteria

Q31) Google Nest does not consider the added heat pump sample to be a signi�cant burden.
But we think there are some outstanding details that need to be resolved with the new criteria
such as treatment of emergency vs auxiliary heat, the speci�c temperature range included,
and incorporating compressor runtime into the analysis as an indicator of problems with the
heat pump equipment vs. the thermostat algorithms.

6. Additional So�ware Changes

6.1. General Improvements

q32)  The version 2.0 so�ware seems to include many useful improvements.

q33) So�ware changes that would be helpful include:

- any changes that improve the execution speed, which will become more impo�ant as
sample sizes grow

- create a version designed to run in the cloud - which may also help with speed
- provide curated weather data as a downloadable table rather than having the so�ware

map and download weather data from NCDC on the �y
- dropping the requirement to use the natso� Python package just for so�ing the

thermostat identi�ers

6.2. Split Output Files

We suppo� dropping the extraneous RHU �elds from the output

6.3. Modi�ed Input File Format

We suppo� the changes in input �le format -- it makes things easier and faster.

6.4. Additional Outputs

We appreciate the more detailed outputs and logging about why thermostats get rejected
from the analysis

7. Version 2.0 Revision Schedule

q34) We don't anticipate any market issues with the proposed timing.
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